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Ricerca partner dalla Bulgaria in "Scienza in Società"  7PQ  
proposta da presentare nel bando "Scienza in Società" 7PQ proveniente dalla 
Bulgaria ed in cerca di partner. 
 
---------------------------------------------------  
------- PARTNER SEARCH SIS-IT-CSA-2 --------  
---------------------------------------------------  
<Reference n.: SIS-IT-CSA-2> 
<Deadline: 21/02/2008> 
<Programme: La scienza nella società> 
<Project Title: SCIENSOL - Science Culture Twinning of Cities > 
<Financial Scheme: Azioni di Coordinamento e accompagnamento - CA> 
<Description: Aim of the proposal is the formation of a network with 
the following topology: based on one of the more traditional and 
developed networks in Europe and worldwide - the network of twinned 
towns or sister cities. The partners included in the preliminary list 
are mainly Varna twinned towns (sister cities) - 14 from 22 and  are 
of different sizes - from 12 to 6000 thousands and different types - 
15 from member states, 4 from associated countries, 2 from ICPC 
(International cooperation partner countries) and 1 from Russia (see 
the list of expected participant cities). 
Broadest geographical coverage will be reached by distribution and 
spreading of projects results and some of activities beyond the 
consortium across the set of partners' sister cities - every 
participant will distribute some of best practices and results of the 
project among his twinned towns (see schema). Some of these twinned 
cities could be incorporated directly in the project with a status of 
associated partners. 
Constructed in such way network of cities has to be complemented with 
an appropriate chosen space (plane, sphere, platform, ect.) of 
development of their activities on science culture at local and wider 
European level (context).  



The first step is definition and exchange of best practices between 
cities in divers forms (twinning, coaching, networking) 
The second  more advanced step is the formulation of some kind of 
integrated actions as a combination of some of best features and 
characteristics of cities best practice and recommendation and attempt 
for their implementation. It is planned for second 1-1.5 year of the 
project.  
Finally the results and lessons of the project will be discussed and 
disseminated at the closing Conference after more of 2 year experience 
organized in some of cities - partner. 
A number of needed visits for exchange of  best practice will be 
realized. 
<Organisation Type: Pubblica Amministrazione> 
<Partner Sought: Network of cities - Municipality, City Council > 
 


